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Risk Verification

Risk Management:
Trust, But Verify
A comprehensive cloud software solution that provides
concrete verification your risks are under control.
Confidence comes from knowing your people and
processes are aligned and in good health.

Core Capabilities
Everything in the Risk Analysis Solution, plus:

• Master Controls
• Performance Standards
• Schedule and Monitor
Verifications

• Control Ownership
• For all types of risk

(i.e. Technical,
Operational, Enterprise)

Risk Verification Made Easy
When it comes to EHS risk, it’s not enough to identify,
analyze and control it. Just as important is verifying that
the controls in place are operational and effective. That’s
what risk verification is all about. But doing risk verification
well is challenging you have many facilities, especially
when they have similar processes but different kinds of
equipment. You need standardization, and you must
account for site-based differences.
Risk Verification from VelocityEHS makes it easy for you
to set performance standards for your processes that help
establish and manage critical controls. You can also link
your verifications directly to your risk register – the list of
our potential hazards and associated risks, rated both
before and after implementation of controls.
This makes your risk management process continuous
throughout the plant life-cycle, improving efficiency
and safety. Best of all, you get the visibility and reporting
tools you need to document performance and drive
continuous improvement.

Risk Control Requires Visibility
It’s an all too common story. Your team is working hard at
controlling risks, and has a great safety record, but then suddenly
there is a serious accident. Frustrating events like this make it
clear that it’s not about how hard your people work, it’s about
how smart they work — and how important it is to be able to
verify that you have the right controls in place, and that they’re
working properly.
Risk Verification streamlines your risk management across
worksites with automated workflows and provides improved
visibility into all of your activities — across all categories of
risk faced by your organization. For example, it allows you to
develop a performance standard for all of your facilities, assign
a weighting to that standard, and add in notes for context so
that auditors know exactly what to look for. Your verifications
are linked directly to your risk register. That means you see not
only the list of potential hazards and associated risks, but also
the risk ratings before and after implementation of controls.
VelocityEHS does the hard work of aggregating and reporting
the performance of all your facilities in meeting performance
standards, so you have real-time results that you can easily
share with the right people. It’s the control and visibility you
need, all within one simple dashboard view.

The VelocityEHS Platform
Check out all of our EHS management products, including:

• Air Emissions
• Audit & Inspection
• Compliance Management
• Corrective Action
• Ergonomics
• Incident Management
• Industrial Hygiene
• Management of Change
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• SDS/Chemical Management
• On-Demand Training
• Performance Metrics
• Reporting & Dashboards
• Safety Meetings
• Training Management
• Waste Compliance
• Water Quality
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Features & Benefits
Performance Standards

• Define metrics for measuring performance
• Incorporate performance ratings (e.g., high/medium/low,
•
•

or percentages)
Embed auditor notes to improve audit accuracy and efficiency
Map performance standards to critical controls for
standards audits

Schedule and Monitor Verifications

• Schedule & deliver critical control verifications to the

Risk Verification provides a centralized and standardized view
of the success of your risk controls. It’s an extra layer of
security so you can stop trusting – and start knowing the right controls are in place and working.

•
•
•
•
•

right people
Deploy no-training-required verifications methods
Identify non-compliances in real-time
Schedule risk reviews and performance standard reviews
Categorize results by safety management system elements
Track location level risk management activities

Improve Visibility & Reporting

Contact Us Today
Toll free: 1.866.919.7922, Australia: +61 1800 568 974,
United Kingdom: +44 1613 941192.
Online: www.EHS.com

• Drive employee engagement with org-wide visibility of risks
• Centralized access to inspection and audit data
• View real-time as inspection results as updated in the field
• Document compliance with international regulations, e.g.,
•

WHS (Australia), COMAH (UK), OSHA PSM (US), and ISO 45001
Categorize results by safety management system elements

VelocityEHS Risk Management

Risk Analysis

EHS professionals know that workplace risks are everywhere.
And even if you are able to get an accurate assessment of all
the potential sources of your risk, prioritizing and controlling
them is a huge challenge in their own right. Take control of
your workplace risks with VelocityEHS.

Core Capabilities

VelocityEHS now offers a broader set of risk management
capabilities, like bowtie risk assessments and risk analysis to
help you meet your risk management goals.

Well-designed and intuitive solutions
that are available across any device
via the cloud give you and your
employees anytime, anywhere access
to the VelocityEHS platform.

• Hazard Studies (JSA/JHA,
•
•

PHA and More)
Bowtie Analysis
Risk Registers

• Qualitative Risk Analysis
• For all types of risk (Technical,
Operational, Enterprise)

Risk Verification
Core Capabilities

• Everything in Analysis, plus:
• Master Controls
• Performance Standards

• Schedule & Monitor
•

Verifications
Control Ownership

Risk Assurance
Core Capabilities

• Everything in Verification, plus: • Multi-Scenario Assessment
• Master Bowties
• Cost Benefit Analysis
• Quantitative Risk Analysis
• Register Types
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